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Abstract (en)
The body (1) of the bracket, which is fixed to the wall (P) of the furniture, has a vertical channel (2) and a horizontal channel (3) which opens out
into the preceding channel and inside which there is mounted a small slide (6) having an external head (206) and having at the other end transverse
teeth (7) which project into said vertical channel. The body of the bracket and the horizontal slide have respective vertical holes (5, 5') which are
aligned with each other and inside which the shank of a rubber mushroom element (8) is force-fitted, the head (208) of the said mushroom element
resting on the said body so as to support the surface (L) of the furniture. The said vertical channel (2) receives, inserted inside it, the toothed shank
(109, 10) of a slide (9) having a profile in the form of an overturned L, which with its teeth co-operates by means of snap-engagement with the teeth
of the said horizontal slide (6) which performs the functions of a ratchet and which keeps in position the said vertical slide which is arranged with its
head (309) on the surface (L) and fixes the latter stably to the body of the bracket. The head (206) of the horizontal slide (6) and the side of the body
(1) of the bracket which is directed towards the said head are shaped in such a way that the said head may be easily gripped and displaced with the
fingertips of a hand or using a small tool so as to move away the teeth of the horizontal slide from those of the vertical slide (9) and allow raising of
the latter. <IMAGE>
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